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Micron joins CERN openlab
Tuesday 13 November 2018 | 09:07 CET | News
Micron Technology joined the European Organization for Nuclear Research's CERN openlab, a publicprivate partnership, by signing a three-year agreement. Under the agreement, Micron will provide CERN
with advanced memory products to further machine learning functionalities for high-energy physics
experiments at the laboratory. Micron's memory products that combine neural network functionalities will be
tested in the data-acquisition systems of experiments at CERN.
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Related
Micron to buy out Intel stake in IM Flash jv for USD 1.5 bln
Published 19 Oct 2018 10:01 CET | World
Micron said it intends to buy Intel's share in the companies' IM Flash Technologies joint venture, for an
expected USD 1.5 ...
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